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ABSTRACT 
Newly emerged computing concept Mobile cloud computing, is a combination of mobile computing and cloud 

computing. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) enables mobile applications to get built, powered and hosted using cloud 

resources. As few years back mobile devices were merely used for making calls but nowadays enormous applications 

can be run on top of the mobile devices. Mobile systems, such as smart phones, have become primary computing 

platform for users. Still there are some challenges like battery life, computation time etc that resists from implementing 

applications that are computation intensive. Several approaches have been proposed for addressing these problems. In 

this paper, we focused on augmented execution of mobile applications on cloud resources, more often known as 

offloading and formulate the partitioning of elastic mobile datastream applications as on optimization problem by 

minimizing the cost function which is combination of Communication energy and computation energy.  We further 

investigated the offloading problem by considering the Service Level agreement (SLA) negotiated maximum waiting 

time. Genetic algorithm is used to find the optimum offloading solution and the results are evaluated by simulating our 

approach and comparing it with the all mobile-side execution and all cloud-side execution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

According to NIST, Cloud Computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction[1]. Cloud computing is a computing paradigm that enables 

users to make use of the cloud resources like processing, memory and storage that are not physically present at the users location. 

Arrival of 3G and 4G Technologies has fuelled the Cloud Computing market in the area of Mobile Computing and that is why the 

MCC approach is gaining popularity. Offloading has    gained    attention     among     mobile    cloud computing researchers, and 

various studies by L.Yang [12], K.Kumar [13], Huerta-Canepa [6], Ricky K.K. [9] have proved the utility of Cloud Computing in the 

area of MCC. Although Mobile devices of current generation have powerful processors and other resources, but still battery backup of 

such devices is a bottleneck. So to encounter these problems many approaches has been proposed like CloneCloud[14] execution by 

and two tier Cloud approach by M.Satyanaryan [10]. We have focussed on augmenting smart phone applications on the Cloud 

Platforms. In this paper, an energy-aware approach for partitioning and offloading execution has been proposed considering the 

Service Level negotiated time. 

                                 

Fig 1. Mobile cloud computing architecture 
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This framework consists of runtime systems that support adaptive partitioning and distributed execution of the data stream 

applications. In order to achieve better energy performance, computation intensive and energy consuming components are being 

offloaded to cloud. Our contributions in this paper are: 

 Partitioning framework has been proposed for mobile data stream applications to offload partitions to cloud using constraint 

energy. 

 A genetic algorithm is designed to run at cloud side for optimal partitioning of elastic datastream applications based on the 

various parameters profiled online. 

 Components of application will be divided into two groups, one group runs locally, the other group runs at cloud side based 

on cost function. 

In rest of the paper, we first present the related works in the Section II. Then we describe our model and present the formula to 

partition problem. in section III. In section IV implementation has been designed. In section V and section VI, we present numerical 

model and performance evaluation. In section VII we have concluded our study with future work. In last we concluded our paper with 

references in section VIII. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Various studies have identified longer battery lifetime as the most desired concern of mobile systems[2],[3],[5]. Many applications are 

too computation intensive to perform on a mobile system. So offloading these applications to cloud side is a good solution. But there 

must be some criteria for deciding which part of any application should be offloaded and which has to be performed locally. Over the 

last few years researchers have proposed approaches in which either mobile device users are working collaboratively to get the better 

performance or offloading of the work has been done to the cloud.  

Studies by Huerta-Canepa [6], J. Kangasharju  [7], A.Berl [8],proposed solutions for solving a common problem by a network of 

mobile devices. Results have shown that execution time as well as energy consumed can be enhanced using these approaches. These 

architectures are acceptable when number of devices want to do the same task. Given task can be divided into a number of components 

and with some conditions can be allotted to all devices in that network. The limitations of these approaches are that devices should 

remain connected till the work completes. Devices overhead also increases in monitoring. Also sometimes work cannot be broken into 

a number of tasks that can be distributed among all mobile devices in that network. In that situation work should be offloaded to a 

resource rich environment. Also there security is the biggest concern in these systems. 

Ricky K.K. [9], proposed the migration of application level java thread that performs Stack-On-Demand asynchronous execution 

(SOD_AE) to migrate tasks to the cloud. In this approach, the system does not migrate whole threads or processes among mobile 

devices and cloud nodes. This design exploits the temporal locality of stack-based execution, in which the most recent execution state 

always is on the top segment of a stack. However this approach supports task migration at application level. But still some application 

parts are there that can produce better results when performed at mobile side instead of sending to cloud side, such as image retrieval, 

voice recognition and navigation. So there must be some criteria to group some tasks that must be migrated to the cloud and others 

should be executed at mobile side for better results. Works related to decrease latencies caused by internet is also proposed. 

M.Satyanarayan [10] advocates to have a tiered approach for offloading computation to nearby Cloudlets. These cloudlets are resource 

rich platform in comparison to smartphones, and can be used by the nearby devices using Wi-Fi for better results and less latencies. A 

somewhat similar work is carried by E. Marinelli  [11] , suggests a platform of some mobile nodes, in which master is deployed on a 

Personal Computer(Resource-rich platform) and smartphones to work as slaves. Although this architecture shows better performance 

for data processing but are not good enough for scaling demands. 

K. Kumar [13], has argued that whether offloading computation can be a better option. Sending computation to another machine is not 

a new concept. Various cost studies focus on whether to offload computation to a server. In these studies cost functions consists of cost 

of transfer and cost of execution. The generalised result can be stated as that the amount of data to be exchanged among devices and 

the bandwidth provided are the deciding factor. L. Yang [12], provides a mechanism to decide which component should be offloaded 

to the cloud for better throughput. A formula for throughput is proposed that decides the throughput on the basis of execution time but 

missed the energy factor. 

A data has been provided in the table below that shows the applications with their resource requirements when executing. As from the 

table below it can be seen that applications like face recognition, video streaming and Augmented reality needs more computation 

resources as well as energy. 
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Table 1. Applications with their resource requirement 

Applications Compute 

intensity 

Network 

bandwidth 

Network latency 

Web mail Low High High 

Social networking Low Medium Medium 

Web browsing Low Low High 

Online gaming High Medium Low 

Augmented reality High Medium Low 

Face recognition High Medium Low 

HD video streaming High  Medium Low 

 

3. OUR APPROACH 

3.1. System model 

Let the application have n number of components, denoted by C1 C2 … Cn . Each component has several properties like number of 

CPU instructions required to execute component, total data to migrate to the cloud for further execution, power needed per instruction 

if executed at mobile side, power needed per unit instruction while offloading to the cloud and power consumed while in idle state. 

Also at the time of partitioning decision, bandwidth of the network and mobile device‟s resources also required.  

We have following assumptions in our model: 

 All components running on the mobile side will have equal resources. 

 The input data of the data stream application is acquired from the sensors on the mobile device, and output data should also 

be delivered to the mobile device. 

 At cloud side, VMs with unique functionality are created so that components require same functionality will be offloaded to 

that VM. 

 Middleware which runs at Cloud side as well as mobile side guides the partitioning. 

 3.2. Our Middleware                                                                                                       

Resource Manager: This module monitors required properties of mobile device like bandwidth of the network, resources at mobile 

side and power consumption per unit time by various mobile device hardware. Then this module forwards these properties to resource 

monitor running at middleware to generate optimal partition.  

Local Execution Manager: This module monitors execution of components running locally at mobile side and after completion 

provides result for further execution. 

Offload Manager: Offload manager transmits the data to sequential execution tracker running at middleware, to further direct data to 

particular component that has been created at cloud side to perform unique operation. After execution completes at cloud VM, 

receiving of data at mobile device is responsibility of this module.  

Sequential Execution Tracker: Main purpose of this module is to keep track of elastic execution and synchronization of components. 

This module communicates with Cloud offload manager to offload some specific component to suitable VM. 
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Resource Monitor: Resource monitor receives data from Resource manager running at mobile side and sends data to application 

behaviour generator which according to these values, break a particular application into components. That estimation of execution 

energy and transmission energy can be defined for all components.  

Optimization solver: Optimization solver uses output from Application behaviour generator and generates an optimal partition so that 

the energy consumed in execution of a particular application is minimized. This optimal partition is forwarded to Sequential execution 

tracker running at middleware and also to Sequential execution tracker at mobile device for better synchronization. 

Fig 2. Our Middleware

Application Behaviour Generator: This module takes input from Resource Monitor and uses those values to break an application 

into a number of elastic modules so  

Cloud Offload manager: Cloud offload manager gets migration data from sequential execution tracker and offload to a suitable VM 

according to the   functionality   required    by     component.    It communicates to VMs and is responsible for offloading data and 

fetching output to middleware. 

3.3 Problem Formulation 

Given all components of dataflow application with their properties, wireless network characteristics (e.g. bandwidth) and mobile 

resources (e.g. energy and computing resources), partitioning will be performed. The partitioning problem is a process of dividing all 

components into two groups, one for offloading to the cloud and other one to execute locally keeping energy and time as constraints.  

The formula for optimizing problem is as below. 

Energy =   min ( ∑ Eexecution +  ∑ Eoffloading + ∑ Eidle )        (1) 

where  Eexecution(i) =  deci * ((  Ii / speedlocal   ) *Pexecution ) ,    

           Eoffloading(i) =(1- deci )*( Datamig(i)  /  bandwidth )*Poffloading 

and     Eidle(i)  = (1- deci ) * (Ii / speedcloud) * Pidle        

We introduce deci for component i, which indicates whether the component i is executed locally (for deci =1) or remotely (for deci =0). 

The resulting string dec1, dec2...decn represents the required partitioning of the application. The variable mobres is the status of 

resources at mobile side, and  Ii refers to number of instructions required to execute that component. Datamig shows the total data that 

will be migrated for execution of a component at cloud side. Pexe(i), Poff(i) and Pidle(i), shows the power needed for executing a unit 

instruction of that component at mobile side, power needed to offload unit data to the cloud and power dissipated by mobile device at 

idle time respectively. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

Since offloading execution to cloud from mobile device is to enhance throughput and energy consumed. Results in various researches 

have shown [13], [10] that offloading to more resource-rich platform is beneficial if energy consumed to execute locally is more than 

energy needed to transfer that component. 

E execution(i) -  E transfer(i)  >   0                                          (2) 

Total energy consumed in execution will be sum of energies consumed by all the components whether executed locally or locally. 

Energy consumed in offloading components to cloud is 

Eoffload(i) = Etransfer(i) + Eidle(i)                                                (3) 

Where Etransfer(i) = Ptransfer*Datamig(i) / Bandwidth 

and Eidle(i) = Pidle*(Ii / speedcloud) 

And total energy consumed in executing components locally is 

Elocal(i) = Plocal*(Ii / speedmobile)                                               (4) 

We consider our optimal partition, an array of binary values in which deci=0 corresponds to execution at cloud side and deci=1 

corresponds to execute component at mobile side. Total energy consumed for each component  running can be written as 

Etotal(i) = deci * (Elocal(i)) +(1 – deci)*Eoffload(i)                        (5) 

This equation will consider only one energy cost as if component is executed at cloud side then former part will become zero (i.e. deci 

= 0), and if executed at mobile side then latter part will become zero ( 1- dec(i) = 0). 

We have used genetic algorithm to obtain the optimal partitioning of the application. Genetic algorithm starts with randomly producing 

an original population whose  number of individuals is a constant. In each generation, Fitness of each individual is evaluated. Then 

fittest individuals are selected from the current population for breeding. Then next generation is produced by crossing over and 

mutation among individuals. In the last generation a string with binary values is passed to our optimization formula which provides the 

partitioning decision according to values. 

                  

5. NUMERICAL MODEL 

If component is offloaded to cloud then energy will be sum of energies for sending data and idle CPU and display power energy. And 

if executed at mobile side then energy consumed by component is the energy taken to execute that component. 

Fig 3. Our Proposed Algorithm 
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Table 2. Power consumption by different hardware components of mobile devices 

Our cost minimization equation is to minimize the total energy consumed to execute a complete application. 

Minimize ( ∑ Eexecution + ∑ Eoffloading + ∑Eidle)                         (6)  

Condition for offloading a component to cloud is that the energy consumption in offloading must be less than the energy of execution. 

Eexecution >  Eoffload                      (7) 

In more specific form we can rewrite equation (7) as follows. 

(Pexecution + Pdisplay) * texecution  >   Ptransfer * ttransfer+( Pidle-cpu+ Pdisplay) * tidle                (8) 

texecution, ttransfer, tidle are time for executing component at mobile device, transferring component to cloud and time to offload at cloud 

side respectively. And values to time can be derived according to the bandwidth and clock speed of mobile device and cloud machine. 

According to table , values for power consumption by hardware components of mobile device can be considered and model can be 

given as in (8). 

(4+9)*(Ii / speedmobile ) + 9 *( Ii / speedmobile ) > 7.5*(Datamig(i) / bandwidth) + (9+0.5)*(Ii / speedcloud)              (9) 

If normalised value of speedcloud is used then equation is reduced to (10). 

22*(Ii / speedmobile )> 7.5*(Datamig(i) / Bandwidth) + 9.5*(Ii / speedmobile)        (10) 

And hence can be finally reduced to a relation for deciding offloading, between total data to migrate and number of instructions to 

execute or offloading a component to save energy the transfer time to execution time ratio should be greater than 1.4. Hence in our 

scenario best energy performance will be there if a component is offloaded to cloud after the value crosses this ratio. 

6.  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We have considered Energy consumption as our main performance metric. In the table 3 we have shown the normalised values that we 

have taken for our evaluation. Value for bandwidth is 1. It shows relative value of bandwidth in respect to total data to offload for a 

particular component is taken in the range of [0,1]. Similarly values for mobile clock speed and cloud machine clock speed is 1 and 4 

respectively and total number of instructions to execute a component is in range of [0,1]. Total number of components shows that a 

particular elastic application can be broken into such number of modules that can be offloaded at any time for execution. 

Our results show the effect of all these parameters that are needed to decide the cost in terms of energy of an application. In each 

experiment, we choose one parameter as the variable, which is indicated by „*‟ , while assigning other parameters as constant values. 

Also in our graphs we have shown the energy cost in three approaches.(a) all components executed at mobile side, (b) all components 

executed at cloud side and  (c) components executed according to our partitioning algorithm. 

In fig 4(a), effect of different mobile clock speed is shown. As it shows that in the realistic conditions our approach consumes less 

energy as compared to other two approaches. But when clock speed of mobile device is very less, offloading maximum components of 

an application to cloud is energy saving solution and if the clock speed of our mobile device is relatively better then executing all 

components locally is optimal solution. 

Power consuming part of 

mobile device 

Power consumption (in 

mW/sec) 

Display 900 

CPU working 400 

CPU idle 50 

Data transfer using 3G 750 
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Fig 4(b) shows that increasing clock speed of cloud virtual machine decreases energy consumption as the execution of offloaded 

component can be fast and hence idle time is decreased so as energy consumed when idle. Fig 4(c) shows that increasing bandwidth 

gives better results when most components are offloaded to cloud device. Execution according to our approach gives better results 

each time however when bandwidth is increased 150%, offloading components saves energy as time taken to offload is lesser. 

In Fig 4(d), graph between energy consumed and computational overhead is shown. Our algorithm divides components according to 

their energy consumption for execution either at cloud side or at mobile side. Our algorithm provides a partitioning decision 

considering waiting time as well as execution time at mobile device as well as at cloud VM. In fig 4(e) as the volume of data migration 

increases, local execution of components gives better results.  

Fig 4(f) shows the effect of increasing components on energy consumed. Our algorithm gives better results according to our fitness 

function as breaking components in two groups depending on the energy consumption in offloading or execution. In fig 4(g) various 

energy consumption according to various SLA delay tolerance is shown.  These are  the   agreements   given by the cloud provider and 

better value shows lesser energy consumption.  

In fig 4(h), number of components running at mobile side according to ratio of transfer time to execution time is shown.  As the ratio 

increases the number of components executed at mobile side increases because this decreases the energy consumption in offloading 

component to cloud.  

.  

In fig 5(a). We have shown that the exact energy consumption after considering a waiting time at cloud side is considerebly greater 

than the energy consumed if waiting time is not there. We see that if waiting time is more at cloud side then executing maximum 

components at mobile side is best optimal solution. In fig 5(b) we have seen that the number of components executed at cloud side 

diminishes as the waiting time increases 
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7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

As we have seen that battery life is one of the main constraints of mobile devices. In this paper we have designed a framework for 

elastic applications to get better energy performance. We have also designed genetic algorithm under this framework to solve partition 

problem. Algorithm considers various hardware components of mobile device that consumes power to produce the optimal solution. 

Simulation results have shown that our approach produces better results by 40 % than executing all components at cloud side and by 

35% than executing all components at mobile side.  

In our future work, we will try to conduct experiments on real-world applications based on our approach to see the results more 

practically. We have assumed that each VM at cloud side is enough resource rich to execute all tasks from queue in SLA negotiated 

time. But dynamic scaling of VMs has to be studied. Security overheads are also there to consider in our future work which we have 

assumed to be negligible in this architecture. 
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